DIRECTIONS TO OWS
1 By Car
E17: coming from
Antwerp / Courtrai (E17)
E40 : coming from
Brussels (E40) / Ostend (E40)

(a)

E17 to GENT take the exit GENT CENTRUM on the
left side + (a)
E40 to Gent, take the exit GENT CENTRUM on the
left side + (a)
after 400 m take the exit :

R40 Stadsring
P-route
Ledeberg

(do not take the flyover to the center of Ghent), turn
right at the traffic lights (you are driving on the ring
road: R40)
follow the ring road and pass three sets of traffic
lights
Dampoort (station + roundabout)

at the roundabout by the Dampoort station,
immediately get into the middle lane of the
roundabout, pass 3 exits and turn right on the bridge
continue the road alongside the water, keep straight
on the R40 (Dok Zuid, direction “N9 Eeklo”).
drive alongside the docks, there is a big chimney on
your left side for about 500m. The road bends first
to the left and then to the right.
about 300 m further on - on the left-hand side
of the road - you will find the OWS offices (2nd
floor)

Parking :

To park your car in the Parking underneath the
shopping Centre Dok Noord, you continue to follow
the R40 named ‘Dok Noord’ and bend 90°to the left.
On your right you will see the Q8 filling station and
opposite the Q8 you should change lane to turn left,
towards the shopping center
where
you see the entrance to the parking Indigo on your
right. Address: Sassevaartstraat n°. 43.
GPS: 51°04'03.0"N 3°43'57.3"E
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2 By public transport
2.1 Airport Bxl to Gent
By Train:
At the airport of Zaventem there is a railway station at the lowest floor. From
there you can take a train to Gent-Sint-Pieters (main station) or Gent-Dampoort
(smaller station, transfer needed and therefore (much) longer, but much closer to
the office)
For timetable : see : http://www.railtime.be

2.2 Railway station “Gent Sint-Pieters”to office
Best is to take a taxi.
Alternatively you can take a tram, tramway 4, direction GentbruggeMoscou (at least 20-30 minutes), get off at Gent Heilig Kerst” and walk
(about a 5 min. walk), turn into the “Doornzelestraat”go to the end, turn
left, cross the parkinglot, go left, walk +100 meter, on your left you will find
our office (entrance at the yellow fence) :
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2.3 Railway station “Dampoort” to office
20’ walking, see map:
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